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Big Idea: The story of Jesus (and Peter) walking on water shows 4
ways that fear and faith offset each other.
Our faith is….
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I. C_________ when we fear daunting circumstances 22-24

I. C_________ when we fear daunting circumstances 22-24

 The disciples were afraid because of the s________

 The disciples were afraid because of the s________

Mark 6:52; Matthew 8:24-27

Mark 6:52; Matthew 8:24-27

II. C_____________ when we fear things that aren’t real 25-27

II. C_____________ when we fear things that aren’t real 25-27

The disciples were afraid because they thought they saw a g______

The disciples were afraid because they thought they saw a g______

A) Before identified, Jesus walking on water was seen as e___ 25-26

A) Before identified, Jesus walking on water was seen as e___ 25-26

B) After identified, Jesus walking on water was seeing a m______ 27

B) After identified, Jesus walking on water was seeing a m______ 27

III. C___________ when we focus on circumstances 28-31

III. C___________ when we focus on circumstances 28-31

Peter was faithful when focused on Jesus; then fell when he lost
focus and feared the w________

Peter was faithful when focused on Jesus; then fell when he lost
focus and feared the w________

A) Peter wanted to c__________ it was Jesus 28a

A) Peter wanted to c__________ it was Jesus 28a

B) Peter desired to c________ Jesus 28b

B) Peter desired to c________ Jesus 28b

C) Peter’s faith allowed him to c_______ in a miracle with Jesus 29

C) Peter’s faith allowed him to c_______ in a miracle with Jesus 29

D) Peter’s c___________ gained control of him 30a

D) Peter’s c___________ gained control of him 30a

E) Peter c____________ 30b

E) Peter c____________ 30b

F) Peter c________ out for Jesus to save him 30b

F) Peter c________ out for Jesus to save him 30b

G) Peter was caught and c____________ by Jesus 31

G) Peter was caught and c____________ by Jesus 31

IV. C______________ when we rightly fear God 32-33

IV. C______________ when we rightly fear God 32-33

 The disciples’ faith-inspired response was to “fear” the Lord and
w_________ Him. Proverbs 9:10; Romans 8:31; 1 Peter 5:7

 The disciples’ faith-inspired response was to “fear” the Lord and
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